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Many solar-type stars with near-solar rotation periods exhibit much stronger variability than the Sun (Reinhold et al. 2020). Some of these stars even show very regular, sine-like light curves. Motivated by solar activity 
complexes, we developed a numerical model to quantify the effect of active-region (AR) nesting and active longitudes on stellar brightness variations in the rotational time scale. Modelling ARs with facular and spot 
components, we simulated light curves covering four years and using the Kepler passband. We found that the combined effect of the degree of nesting and the activity level, both being somewhat higher than on the Sun, 
can explain the whole range of observed light-curve amplitudes of solar-like stars. While nesting at random longitudes can explain variability amplitudes and light-curve morphology in many cases, active-longitude-type 
nesting reproduces sine-like light curves and the highest amplitude variability.
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Brightness variability increases not only with activity level, but also with active-region nesting.
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Figure 5. Light curves (black) decomposed into facular (red) and spot (blue) components, for free-nesting mode.
Left panel: low-activity, low-nesting (S = 0.19, F60 case); right panel: high-activity, high-nesting (S = 0.23, F90
case). The facular-to-spot area ratios during AR emergence are 2.92 and 1.43 for S = 0.19 and S = 0.23,
respectively (see main text of the Appendix for details on how it is calculated).

Table 1. Model parameters

Parameter Value

Equatorial rotation period 25 d (equatorial)

Axial inclination 90�

Spot area distribution Log-normala

Spot area range 60 < As < 3000 µSH

Spot decay law Linear; 25 µSH d�1

Facula-spot lifetime ratio ⌧f/⌧s = 3

aBogdan et al. (1988); Baumann & Solanki (2005)

spot disc-area coverages observed for the Sun and extrapolated to more active stars (namely, Eqs. 1–2 from Shapiro
et al. 2014).
We do not consider a specific geometrical shape for an AR, prescribing the same value of the foreshortening to

the entire region. This approximation is justified by the fact that the detailed morphology of ARs (i.e. spot group
surrounded by facular regions) has a small e↵ect on rotational variability, as long as the ARs are in the same size
range with solar ARs, which we assume here for other solar-like stars.
Following the emergence, we model the decay of spots and faculae as a continuous reduction of their areas. We

consider a linear decay law following an instantaneous emergence, with a spot decay rate of 25 µSH d�1, given that
quadratic and linear decay laws are not distinguishable in the RGO dataset (Baumann & Solanki 2005). For a given
active region a decay time of its facular part was set to be three times longer than those of its spot part (see Shapiro
et al. 2020a, for a detailed discussion and case study).
The input physical parameters determining the final light curve are listed in Table 1.
Two example light curves are shown in Fig. 5 (taken from Fig. 4), in which the spot and facular

components are shown separately. The facular-to-spot area ratio during the emergence of any spot is

determined by the S-index, such that the ratio decreases with S (see above).
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solar-like sample was 5 times stronger than solar vari-
ability. Secondly, many of the stellar light curves had a
rather regular temporal profile, often resembling a sine
wave. This is in stark contrast to the Sun, which has
a complex and quite irregular light curve. Especially at
periods of high magnetic activity the solar light curve
becomes so irregular that even the solar rotation period
cannot be determined correctly from photometry, us-
ing standard methods like the auto-correlation function
and Lomb-Scargle periodograms (see, e.g. Aigrain et al.
2015; Witzke et al. 2020; Amazo-Gómez et al. 2020).
We illustrate the di↵erence between the variability of

the Sun and solar-like stars in Fig. 1, where we compare
the Kepler light curve of KIC 7019978 (Te↵ = 5726 K,
Prot = 26.76 d) with that of the Sun during the maxi-
mum of Cycle 23. The solar light curve as it would be
observed in the Kepler passband has been taken from
Nèmec et al. (2020). The strong dip in the solar light
curve (t⇠ 2950 d) was caused by a rather unusual config-
uration of magnetic features on the solar surface: three
very large active regions (hereafter ARs) on one longi-
tudinal hemisphere (i.e., within a longitudinal extent of
180�) had emerged contemporaneously, while the oppo-
site hemisphere remained free of ARs. Single dips of
such depths occur rarely the solar brightness variations.
The remaining shallower dips represent the typical e↵ect
of sunspot groups around activity maximum. The rota-
tional brightness modulation of KIC 7019978 is clearly
more vigorous and much more regular than that of the
Sun, which varies its brightness on a comparable level
only during the transit of that extraordinary concentra-
tion of three very large ARs.
All in all, the R20 study raised an intriguing ques-

tion: how can large-amplitude and regular light curves
of solar-like stars be produced and, in particular, what
is the di↵erence between the surface magnetism of the
Sun and of solar-like stars? We introduce here two po-
tential hypotheses for explaining the di↵erence between
the Sun and solar-like stars: (i) the surface coverage
of magnetic features is larger than typical solar levels,
leading to higher variability; (ii) the longitudinal distri-
bution of magnetic features is more clumpy than on the
Sun, leading to an amplification of brightness variations
for a given level of magnetic flux or activity.
The first hypothesis is supported by the fact that solar

cycles can have di↵erent strengths. For example, cycle
19 was stronger than Cycle 24 by a factor of three to
four in terms of the maximum average sunspot number.
One can speculate that the dynamos of solar-like stars
can produce cycles at a wider range of strengths than
those of the Sun, although it is a priori unclear why this
should be so.

Figure 1. Brightness variations of KIC 7019978 (top panel)
and of the Sun (middle panel), plotted on the same scale
of the vertical axis. The SOHO/MDI image (bottom panel)
corresponds to the time of the exceptionally strong dip in
the solar light curve above, around 2940 days. Note the con-
spicuous di↵erences in shape and amplitude of the variations
of the two stars.

The second hypothesis is motivated by the tendency
of solar ARs to emerge into regions of recent mag-
netic flux emergence, called complexes or nests of ac-
tivity (Gaizauskas et al. 1983; Castenmiller et al. 1986;
Brouwer & Zwaan 1990; Usoskin et al. 2005). The ex-
act physical mechanisms for AR nesting are as yet un-
clear. The weak rotational variability and the irregular
light variations of the Sun (and pseudosolar stars with
undetermined rotation periods) could be related to the
low degree of active-region nesting (e.g., only 40-50% of
sunspots are associated with nests, see Pojoga & Cudnik
2002). On solar-like stars with high variability and reg-
ular light curves, magnetic flux emergence can be clus-
tered to higher degrees than on the Sun. The e↵ects
of AR nesting on photometric variability has not been
studied to date. Here we present a simple model that
quantifies the e↵ects of nesting on photometric variabil-
ity of solar-like stars in the Kepler passband for a range
of magnetic activity levels.

2. METHOD

The Sun during a typical maximum
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Figure 3. Mean amplitudes of rotational variability as a function of S for free nesting (left) and active longitudes (right). The
vertical thickness of each coloured band represents the ±1� scatter in R90 for a set of 10 random realisations (for F100, 50
realisations were used). The standard deviation in S is of order 10�4. The black curves show the case of 100% nesting (F100
and A100), with 1� levels shown by dashed curves. The inset depicts the part of the main plot indicated in the lower left corner
(solid rectangle). The vertical dashed line at S= 0.19 represents the maximum of the annually averaged solar S-index observed
until now. The full and long-dashed horizontal lines mark the maximum and the mean variability in the solar-like sample of
R20, respectively. Note that the calculations are performed for stars observed from their equatorial planes; thus they represent
upper limits of the rotational variability.

but ARs tend to emerge near one of the two ‘active’
longitudes separated by 180� (with equal probability).
The proximity of an AR to its host active-longitude is
set randomly, using a normal distribution with � = 10�

in longitude.
In both nesting modes we set the probability p of a

given AR to be associated to a nest (whether a free-nest
or AL) as a free parameter. In the following, we will use
the notations FP and AP , where the prefix describes
the nesting mode (F for free nesting and A for AL), and
P stands for the percentile probability of a given AR to
emerge as part of a nest.
In the free nesting case, the nest centres, as well as

ARs emerged inside or outside of nests follow the solar
surface di↵erential rotation over latitude � (Snodgrass
1983):

⌦0(�) = �2.3 sin2 �� 1.62 sin4 � degrees/day, (1)

where ⌦0 = ⌦(�)� ⌦(0) is the rate at which spots drift
in longitude (in the equatorial rest-frame).
On the Sun, ALs are detected only in a dynam-

ical reference frame, synchronised with the latitude-
dependent rotation periods of major flux emergence re-
gions (Usoskin et al. 2005). Even if we assume an ini-
tially coherent AL, di↵erential rotation would destroy
this pattern in only a few stellar rotations. Taking a
rigid AL and applying di↵erential rotation to individual
ARs on smaller scales would have only a minor e↵ect
on the variability. To keep our model simple, we thus
opted for rigid rotation in the AL mode, to compute

brightness variations for an extremely coherent mode of
nesting, because our goal is to assess the entire potential
variability range.
Figure 2 shows the locations and lifetimes of spot

groups for models F50, F90, and A50, for S= 0.182,
typical of a solar maximum. Longer lifetimes are asso-
ciated with larger spot groups, in agreement with the
Gnevyshev-Waldmeier rule of sunspot groups. From
F50 to F90 there is a dramatic increase in the degree of
clustering of spot groups, which is expected to amplify
photometric variability. Also the A50 case demonstrates
significant clustering in longitude. In the F50 and F90
cases the di↵erential rotation leads spot groups and free
nests to exhibit longitudinal drifts at rates depending
on the latitude (see, e.g., Özavcı et al. 2018).

3. RESULTS

3.1. Nesting amplifies variability

We first investigate the dependence of the photometric
variability on the level of magnetic activity for di↵erent
modes and degrees of nesting. Since we are interested
in finding the upper limit of variability, we only per-
formed simulations for stars observed from their equa-
torial planes. Solar-like stars observed from out of this
plane will show smaller variabilities (Nèmec et al. 2020).
We carried out 10 random realisations of AR emergences
for each combination of activity level and degree of nest-
ing, with the exception of 50 realisations for F100. Such
multiple runs were made to quantify the posterior width
owing to randomness in AR emergence.

Active-region nesting on solar-like stars 3

Figure 2. Time-longitude maps of active-region occurrence for an activity level close to that of a typical solar maximum,
S= 0.182. The panels show the nesting modes F50, F90, and A50, from left to right (see main text for definitions). Colours
denote AR latitudes. The vertical extension of each element represents the spot-group lifetime for the corresponding AR.

2. METHOD

2.1. Modelling brightness variations

To simulate stellar light curves, we employ the model
developed by Shapiro et al. (2020a). We simulate bright-
ness variations of a solar-like star as observed equator-on
(inclination i = 90�) for a period of 4.4 years (close to
Kepler ’s operation time) with a sampling rate of four
measurements per day. Di↵erent activity levels are ob-
tained by letting di↵erent numbers of ARs (consisting
of spot groups and faculae) emerge within the latitude
limits ±30�, assuming a size distribution of ARs as on
the Sun (i.e., a log-normal function; Bogdan et al. 1988;
Baumann & Solanki 2005). The AR emergence fre-
quency depends on the activity level, but for a given
activity level it is constant in time, so that we do not
consider any systematic change in the activity level dur-
ing the simulated period. Following the approach of
Shapiro et al. (2020a), we use solar dependences of fac-
ular and spot disc coverages on the chromospheric S-
index (given by Eqs. 1–2 from Shapiro et al. 2014). We
thus quantify the activity level in terms of S, which is
taken as an average over the simulated time range. We
consider a linear (in time) decay law of active regions
and fixed the ratio between the lifetime of facular and
spot parts of ARs to three. A more detailed description
of light-curve modelling is given in Appendix A.
To measure variability, we split the entire light curve

into 90-day segments (to be compatible with Kepler
quarters), calculate the peak-to-peak variability in each
of them, and take the mean value among the segments,

which we call R90. We consider peak-to-peak variabil-
ity instead of 95% to 5% di↵erence often employed in
the literature (e.g., Basri et al. 2013, R20), because our
simulated light curves are free of noise.

2.2. Nesting active regions

To simulate nests of ARs, we consider two distinct
modes. In the free-nesting mode, clusters of magnetic
features form and decay sequentially. An active region
(AR) emerges either (a) in the vicinity of the previ-
ous emergence location with a fixed probability p, or
(b) at a random location within the latitude range of
±30� with the remaining probability 1 � p. The proce-
dure is very similar to the one introduced by Işık et al.
(2018, see their Appendix C). The proximity of an AR’s
emergence location to the nest centre is drawn from a
two-dimensional Gaussian process with standard devia-
tions of 2� in latitude and 3� in longitude, which closely
represents the observational values given by Pojoga &
Cudnik (2002). The algorithm is designed in such a way
that multiple nests can form sequentially, not contempo-
raneously. This means that before all the members of a
given nest have fully emerged, a new nest does not begin
to form. The development of a nest is thus completed
when the subsequently emerging AR does not belong to
the nest. However, a new nest can start to form when
an existing nest (or nests) have not fully decayed, ow-
ing to size-dependent lifetimes of constituent spots and
faculae.
In the double-active-longitude (AL) mode, the proba-

bilistic procedure is the same as for the free-nest mode,
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Active-region emergence events and lifetimes (only the spot component shown)

Exploring the solar paradigm to explain stellar variability
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Several recent studies utilizing Kepler data found that there is a dependence of the rotational variability on the rotation period for stars that 
rotate slower than 10 days, whereas such a dependence is non-existent for faster rotators. Until now such a dependence has not been 
explained.

• We assume that the variability on timescales of > 1 day is caused 
solely dark spots.

• To obtain  the spot distribution (Figure 1), we make use of the 
Flux Emergence And Transport model (FEAT), which combines 
thin flux rope simulations with a surface flux transport model.  
Additionally, we include nesting of the region emergences in our 
model.
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Figure 1: Spot area distribution on the visible stellar disc for different 
inclination (i) angles. Left: star with !"⨀, right: stars with $"⨀

Figure 2: Light curves for stars with different rotation periods and 
degrees of nesting. Black lines are the reference runs with no nesting.
Left: 70% nesting, right: 99% nesting.

• Including nesting in our calculations leads to higher variability and 
more regular patterns in the light curves (Figure 2)

• A high degree of nesting is needed to explain the observed 
distribution of variability of fast rotators

• Our findings suggest that the degree of nesting is increasing with 
increasing rotation rates

Figure 3: Comparison between the observed 
distribution of variabilities as a function of the 
rotation rate (McQuillan et al. 2014) in grey and our 
simulated sample of stars with different degrees of 
nesting p.
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